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Foreword

Since the last issue of the MINISIS newsletter (which was also the
first issue), the MINISIS support team has suffered some losses,
welcomed two new members and undergone a certain amount of
re-organization. Robert Valantin, formerly Head of Outreach, is
now working as an independent consultant; one of his first

s contracts was a study of the functional compatibility of OS/ISIS
and MINISIS, jointly sponsored by IDRC and Unesco. Terry Gavin is
our new Head of Outreach. Helen Wilson has also joined the
Outreach team - Helen is fluent in Spanish, Portuguese, English
and French as well as several computer languages, and will be
involved in system maintenance and programming in addition to
"outreaching". Richard Lee has returned to the Future Systems
group after six months with the International Labour Office at
their MINISIS installation in Geneva. William Page is pursuing a
Phd. Computer Sciences, but he still remains in touch with the
Future Systems group and is currently collaborating with Faye
Daneliuk on a paper that examines MINISIS from the point of view
of category theory.

As you can see from the list of MINISIS licensees at the end of
this issue, the Users' Group has almost doubled in the last few
months. Three new members are from Africa - the United Nations
Economic Commission for Africa and the International Livestock
Center for Africa, both based in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, and the
Centre National de Documentation in Rabat, Morocco. The other new
members are all from the far east - two from Singapore, one from
Malaysia and one from Korea. Elsewhere in this issue we will be
telling you more about MINISIS users in Asia.

Hewlett-Packard 3000's are being installed in China, and when our
Director of Information Sciences, Mr. John Woolston, accompanied
the President of IDRC on a recent visit to Beijing, he found a
great deal of interest in MINISIS on the part of several Chinese
institutions, including the University of Beijing.

During the summer of 1980, an IDRC delegation visited the
corporate headquarters of Hewlett-Packard Ltd. in California, USA,
where they discussed recent MINISIS activities and future ventures
with Hewlett-Packard executives. Another training course took
place at IDRC in September of 1980. It was well attended, with
ten students representing six MINISIS sites.

At IDRC, work is beginning on the proposed MINISIS support for
extended and alternate character sets. We will be inviting
individuals from several MINISIS installations and potential
installations, who have had experience in this area, to visit us
in early 1981 and help us with the implementation of this feature.
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Finally, we are negotiating with a potential MINISIS user for a
programme of cooperation in maintaining a French version of the
MINISIS manuals, so it appears that French documentation will be a
reality fairly soon. We'll keep you informed of our progress.

For this issue we were happy to have received contributions from
several users, especially since all but one of our contributors
were not able to attend the last Users' Group meeting, thereby
losing an opportunity to share their experiences with other users.
Anne DiLauro in New York writes about her experience with the baby
of the Hewlett-Packard family, the Series 30; Kabamba Tshaka
reports from Kinshasha about MINISIS activities in Zaire; Gilles
Chiasson in Ottawa has contributed an article about his SIRC
application; and we have a letter from Andrei Rodionov and Dr.
William Khisamoutdinov in Moscow. Also in this issue, Richard Lee
and Faye Daneliuk discuss computer processing of non-Roman
scripts, and we have another installment of recommended
programming standards from the Future Systems group.

The next issue is scheduled for May 1981. In it, we plan to
publish articles on the new modules - loans, journal entry, batch
entry and possibly SDI - that are being developed for release in
1981 and 1982. And, of course, we welcome all contributions from
the Users' Group.

Mary Campbell
MINISIS Outreach, IDRC

* * ** * * ** * * * * * * *

Prf ace

Depuis la parution du dernier bulletin MINISIS (qui en fait était
le premier), l'4quipe d'appui du MINISIS a perdu quelgues membres
mais en a accueilli deux nouveaux et a connu une certaine
rorganisation. Robert Valantin, ex-chef du r4seau Diffusion
travaille maintenant comme consultant son compte. L'un de ses
premiers contrats de travail a porte' sur une etude de la
compatibilite' fonctionnelle du OS/ISIS et MINISIS, e'tude
conjointement subventionn& par le CRDI et l'UNESCO. Terry Gavin
est notre nouveau Chef du réseau Diffusion dont fait aussi partie
Helen Wilson gui parle couramment l'espagnol, le portugais,
l'anglais et le francais et gui connait plusieurs langages
informatiques. Helen s'occupera de l'entretien de ce systeme, de
la programmation et de la "Diffusion". Richard Lee est retourné
au Groupe des nouveaux systèmes aprês six mois de travail avec
1'Organisation internationale du travail a Genève, Th oü ce bureau
a son MINISIS. William Page poursuit ses tudes de doctorat en
sciences informatiques, mais il reste en contact avec le Groupe
des nouveaux systèmes et ii collabore actuellement avec Faye
Daneliuk la prparation d'une etude gui examine MINISIS sur le
plan de la thorie catgorie.
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Comme vous le constaterez en parcourant la liste des
concessionnaires MINISIS que vous trouverez a la fin du prsent
bulletin, le Groupe des usagers a presque double au cours des
quelques derniers mois. Nous avons accueilli trois nouveaux
membres africains - la Commission Economique des Nations tJnies
pour l'Afrique, le Centre International de l'Elevage pour
l'Afrique, tous deux établis a Addis Ababa en Ethiopie, et, enfin,
le Centre National de Documentation a Rabat, au Maroc. Les autres
nouveaux membres viennent tous de l'Extrme-Orient, deux de
Singapour, un de la Malaysie et un de la Corée. Il sera traite
plus loin dans ce bulletin des usagers MINISIS en Asie.

Des H-P 3000 sont en train d'tre installs en Chine et, au cours
de sa récente visite a Beijing alors qu'il accompagnait le
President du Centre, notre Directeur des Sciences de
l'information, Monsieur John Woolston, a constat que plusieurs
institutions chinoises, notamment l'Universit de Beijing,
portaient un intrêt particulier MINISIS.

Au cours de l'4t 1980, une d4lgation du CRDI a visits le sige
social de Hewlett-Packard Ltd. en Californie, aux Etats-Unis, et a
eu des entretiens avec ses hauts fonctionnaires sur les derniers
travaux de MINISIS et les entreprises a venir. Un autre cours de
formation a eu lieu au CRDI en septembre 1980 et ii a suivi
par dix êtudiants venant de six centres MINISIS.

Au CRDI, des travaux portant sur le concours de MINISIS dans
l'établissement d'alphabets plus dtai11e's sont en preparation.
Nous inviterons, tt en 1981, des personnes attaches a plusieurs
centres MINISIS ou venant d'endroits oü seront installe's
eventueiiement des MINISIS, et qui connaissent le domaine, venir
nous aider la reaiisation de cette susdite entreprise.

Enfin, nous menons des nëgociations avec un eventuei utilisateur
du MINISIS pour un Programme de cooperation gui consiste a tab1ir
une version française du Manuel MINISIS et nous avons tout lieu de
croire que la documentation française sera bient6t une ralite.
Nous vous mettrons au courant de nos progrès dans ce domaine.

Nous sommes heureux d'avoir Pu be'néficier, pour ce numro, de
l'aide de plusieurs utilisateurs, d'autant plus que tous ceux qui
ont contribu a nos travaux, a l'exception d'un seul, n'ont Pu
participer a la derniêre runion du groupe des utilisateurs
manquant ainsi l'occasion qui leur était offerte de partager leur
experience avec d'autres. Anne DiLauro, gui se trouve a New York,
est en train de rédiger un document sur ce qu'elle connait du
dernier-ne de la famille Hewlett-Packard 3000, la Série 30.
Kabamba Tshaka nous envoie de Kinshasa un compte rendu sur les
travaux du MINISIS au Zaire. De son cote, Gilles Chiasson,
d'Ottawa, a r4dig4 un article sur l'application SIRC et nous avons
une lettre d'Andrei Rodionov et du Dr. William Khisamoutdinov, de
Moscou. Vous lirez aussi dans ce nuinro l'article de Richard Lee
et de Faye Daneliuk sur le traitement informatique des caractêres
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non romains et nous avons de plus un article sur les normes de
programmation recommandees par le Groupe des nouveaux systmes.

Le prochain numro doit parattre en mai 1981. Nous avons
l'intention d'y publier des articles sur les nouveaux modules -
prts, entrees de revues, entries en diffr et peut4tre la
diffusion selective de l'information - qui sont en train d'tre
mis au point pour tre distribués en 1981 et 1982. Et pour
terminer, nous accueillerons avec plaisir toutes les contributions
qui nous viendront du Groupe des usagers.

Mary Campbell
Diffusion de MINISIS, CRDI

***************
Users' Suggestions

One of the members of the Users' Group has suggested that it would
be advantageous if users pooled their special exits in a central
library which would be made available to all MINISIS users. We
think that this is an excellent idea. Any user who writes an exit
for processing by the ENTRY, MODIFY, INDEX or ISOCONV modules is
welcome to send source for his or her program, with appropriate
documentation, to the Outreach group at IDRC - this is strictly
voluntary, of course. We will take reponsibility for distributing
the exit library, probably in the form of an EDITOR file, with
official releases of the system.
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The Second Annual Users' Group Meeting

Le Centre National de Documentation Agricole was the host of the
second Users' Group meeting in Tunis in October of 1980. The
meeting was chaired by the Director of CNDA, M. A. Romdhane, and
was attended by participants from ten MINISIS sites, as well as
observers from Tunis-based organizations, including the Arab
League, the Tunisian Ministry for Foreign Affairs, and le Centre
d'Etudes et de Documentation Archeologique de la Conservation de
Carthage.

During the first two days, users introduced themselves and
described their experiences with MINISIS; the meeting was also a
forum for questions, addressed to other users as well as to the
IDRC support group. The members reported problems and offered
suggestions for enhancements to the system. One enhancement that
was generally requested was a thesaurus development package.

Faye Daneliuk, Head of the Future Systems group, introduced
Version D of MINISIS and discussed future plans for the system.
The Future Systems group is committed to support for the new
modules developed at the Agricultural University Library,
Wageningen, and development of an alternate character set facility
to handle non-Roman alphabets, for the release of Version E of
MINISIS. Other features planned for MINISIS include batch entry
and SDI processors.

Dr. Charles Godfrey of the Agricultural University Library
presented - and demonstrated, via a telephone link to the
Wageningen computer - the two new modules developed at his site:
a journal entry processor, which registers and checks the arrival
of journal issues, and a loans processor, designed to handle the
circulation of a decentralised network of libraries. Both books
and journals can be handled by the loans processor.

Citoyen Mavuba Kue Tusukina from the U.N. Economic Commission for
Africa, Addis Ababa, reported on the development of the PADIS
network, which will be implemented on MINISIS. PADIS is the
Pan-African information system on economics and social
development, comprised of the member states of the Economic
Commission for Africa. The three features of PADIS will be
information on socio-economic development in Africa, a
complementary set of information systems which will work in
regional and sub-regional centres, and a telecommunications
network covering the African continent, implemented by satellite,
which will cover scientific and technological information.

The last day of the meeting included a workshop held by Ms.
Daneliuk to discuss new logical constructs realized in MINISIS
Version D. The International Labour Office has offered to host
the third meeting in Geneva, Switzerland, during the week of 2-6
November, 1981. More precise dates and a preliminary agenda will
be sent out to the Users' Group as soon as possible.
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MINISIS in Asia

As we noted in the foreword to this issue, among the newest
members of the Users' Group are institutions in Singapore,
Malaysia and Korea.

In Singapore, the new users are the Staff College Library of the
Ministry of Defense and the Library of the National University of
Singapore. The NUS library plans to use MINISIS to automate
acquisitions, cataloguing, and information retrieval and to
produce COM catalogues. NUS also intends to convert a subset of
fields from the MALMARC tapes produced by the Universiti Sains
Malaysia in Penang, Malaysia, to MINISIS format.

Majlis Amanah Ra'ayat (MARA) in Malaysia also plans to use MINISIS
to automate their library, as well as to establish a current
information service for business and industrial information, for
which they intend to develop a suitable thesaurus.

The Korea Scientific and Technologic Center (KORSTIC) is running
the system on behalf of the Seoul National University School of
Agriculture. KORSTIC is very interested in working with IDRC to
help solve the alternate character set problem so that MINISIS can
run in Korean.

MINISIS has been in operation at KORSTIC since September of 1980
and was installed in the other three sites in November when an
Outreach team conducted a joint training session for MARA, NUS and
Ministry of Defense personnel in Singapore, with the help of the
local Hewlett-Packard office. Because most of the applications
involved were bibliographic in nature, the IDRC Library's head of
cataloguing and indexing, Ms. Maureen Sly, accompanied the
Outreach team. Ms. Sly has compiled what we think is a very
useful guide for libraries who are planning to convert a
bibliographic application from a manual system to an automated
one; copies of her guide are available to anyone who is
interested.

There appears to be considerable interest in MINISIS in this part
of the world. The Information Sciences representative in IDRC's
regional office in Singapore, Shahid Akhtar, has been very active
in disseminating information about the system; we have received
queries about MINISIS from Hong Kong, India, Indonesia and China
as well as from countries where the system is already installed
and we look forward to the growth of a continent-wide network of
MINISIS users.
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Using MINISIS on a Series 30
or, Small is OK

The Information Systems Unit (ISU) in the United Nations
Department of International Economic and Social Affairs uses
MINISIS on a Hewlett-Packard 3000 Series 30 to manage its
Development Information System (DIS). As this is the only MINISIS
application so far to run on the smallest member of the HP 3000
family, we thought it might be interesting for other MINISIS users
to read about our experiences.

The applications

There are three data bases so far, all corresponding to similar
data bases maintained at IDRC. The DIS data base is a
bibliographic data base, using the DEVSIS format, of a little over
3,000 records. It is expected that it will grow at the rate of
about 3,000 per year. The trilingual Macrothesaurus is on line.
Descriptors are inverted in batch. Subject searching takes
advantage of the thesaurus structure. The IDRC's Corporate Name
Authority File is also on line and is used both as an authority
file and for inverted file searching. Also linked to the DIS data
base is a small project number inverted file. All of the MINISIS
end processors are used regularly, particularly ENTRY, MODIFY,
QUERY (with of f line listings), PRINT and INDEX. Large numbers of
specialised bibliographies are printed out and an abstracts
journal will be produced every two months using the computer
print-out itself as the master for reproduction.

The configuration

Our HP 3000 Series 30 came with 4 ports, a floppy disc drive, and
256 kbytes of memory. In addition, ISU acquired a disc drive
(model 7920) with a 50 megabyte disc, one extra disc pack, a 1600
b.p.i. tape drive (7970E), and a system console (2649E). One
263lA terminal and one 263lP terminal were acquired. The fourth
port will be used for a modem.

There are two printers available for the Series 30, both of which
are dot matrix printers. ISU chose the 263lA, which prints at a
speed of 180 c.p.s. The 2608A is three times more expensive than
the 263lA, prints at a speed of 400 lines per minute, and has
better print quality. Not having had experience with the 2608A,
it is not possible to comment on its reliability. The 263lA,
which we keep very busy, occasionally stops for no apparent reason
and has to be turned off and turned on again to encourage it to
resume printing. We anticipate, however, that its print quality
will be good enough to use for reproduction of the abstract
journal.
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The installation

The equipment is located in a office measuring 3.5 by 2.9 metres.
The building is air conditioned and no special air conditioning
was deemed necessary for the installation. However, the room
becomes rather warm after eight to ten hours of operation and, as
the system is rarely required overnight, we have thought it
advisable to shut it down every evening. No special noise
insulation was installed, but noise has not been found to be a
problem if the door is kept shut.

With our present growth rate, and allowing for the addition of
other data bases, such as the IDRC DEVSIS data base and the ECA
PADIS data base, we estimate that out present configuration will
be sufficient for our needs for at least five years, at the end of
which a larger disc may be needed. As there has been considerable
interest on the part of users in having their own terminal to
access the system, it may be necessary to add further ports in the
future.

Running the Series 30

The Information Systems Unit has a staff of four, none of whom had
had previous experience with the running of a computer before the
arrival of the Series 30 in early July, 1980. One staff member
had been thoroughly trained in managing MINISIS and had had the
opportunity to spend a couple of days at IDRC learning the
rudiments of the "care and feeding" of the HP minicomputer. All
four staff members (two librarians, one editor and one secretary,
all female) quickly became competent in performing regular tasks
such as starting up and shutting down the system, performing
back-ups on to tape, manipulating spool files, and operating the
printer. We are quickly learning to cope with the occasional
non-routine happenings, such as crashes and printer aberrations,
with the help and charitable advice of our friends at IDRC.

Per formance

Although we have not had the opportunity to compile figures
comparing the response time of the Series 30 and the Series III,
the following figures might be useful and, if compared with times
for similar operations on the Series III, would probably conform
to the findings of Mary Campbell and Terry Gavin when they carried
out a benchmark test on the Series 33 in April 1979. They
reported that most batch operations took twice as long on the
Series 33 as on the Series III, while on-line operations such as
entry and query took about fifty percent longer.
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The following are some operations which we have timed.

ENTRY (on-line): one bibliographic record

PRINT (on-line): copying 1500 records,
each with two short fields, to the
spooler (one other user on the system).

QUERY (on-line): free text search for an
eight letter string over 1200 records
(one other user on the system).

INDEX (batch) on the Corporate Name
Authority File, with 8805 primary keys
of 150 characters, and using altlabel.

6 minutes

25 minutes

15 minutes

30 minutes

INVERT (batch): running index and inverting
31,226 descriptors in 3,000 records 158 minutes

(6394 cpu seconds)

Conclusion

MINISIS runs very well on a Series 30 and this smallest member of
the 3000 family should prove to be of sufficient size for the
needs of a small but growing specialised information service.

Anne DiLauro
Chief, Information Systems Unit
UN-DIESA, New York

* * ** * * * * * * * * * * *

Application de MINISIS au Zaire

Le système MINISIS utilis4 au Zaire est mis sur l'ordinateur du
Bureau du Président de la République (Service Présidentiel de
l'Informatigue - SPI).

Comme vous allez le constater, le SPI n'utilise pas le MINISIS;
c'est p1utt le Bureau du President de la République qui a un
projet très ambitieux sur l'utilisation de celui-ci.

Ce système est par contre actuellement utilis par le CDA (Centre
de Documentation Agricole) dans le projet Documentation Agricole
et par le SPE (Service Presidentiel d'Etudes) dans les projets
Etudes et Documentation de la Bibliotheque.
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Le CDA a dëjà saisi 1,110 ouvrages pour son projet, tandis que le
SPE 250 pour le projet Etudes et 450 pour la Documentation de la
Bibliothéque. Cet echantillonnage nous a permis de manipuler
toutes les fonctions de MINISIS.

Le CDA et le SPE souhaiteraient travailler en direct a partir de
leur Centre de Documentation par connection par cable ou par ligne
téléphonique. Toutefois par manque de moyens financiers, ces
centres travaillent loin du lieu d'installation de l'ordinateur,
défavorisant ainsi les recherches automatises. Ainsi tout paralt
sur listing et on publie un index relie chaque année.

Grace a ses accords avec le PNUD, le SPE a pr4senté une demande
d'achat d'une unit centrale gui lui permettra de rsoudre ses
problémes.

Le Bureau du President a un projet de creation d'un fonds
documentaire en son sein. Ce fonds devra renfermer toute la
documentation destinée a l'autorité superiéure nationale en vue de
servir de base de recherche a toutes les dcisions prises sur les
grandes orientations des activit4s du pays. Si le projet
n'aboutit pas, c'est que le service manque de cadres capables
d'indexer et d'analyser les documents mis a leur disposition et de
definir les besoins a satisfaire. Cela étant, le Bureau de
Président souhaiterait établir des liens de coop4ration avec le
CRDI dans le domaine de la documentation et de l'utilisation de
MINISIS.

Notre action s'étendra ga1ement a tous les organismes dsireux
d'automatiser leur documentation. Au debut de 1'anne prochaine
une activit de ce genre sera mene a 1'AZAP (Agence Zaire
Presse). Nous n'avons pas rencontr de grandes difficu1tés dans
l'utilisation de MINISIS. Nous avons pourtant constat' que lors
de l'impression des listings, les donnes taient co11es les unes
aux autres, le saut d'interligne spdcifie a la fonction PRINT
n'tant pas appliqu. Aprés plusieurs observations nous avons
remarqud que l'imprimante du SPI (DATA PRODUCTS), qui n'est pas de
fabrication HP, ignorait le caractère de saut d'interligne
sp4cifie.

En ce qui concerne nos donnes traites sur le système ISIS, ii
faut d'abord de les copier sur bande magnetique a l'aide d'un
IBM/370 puis les mettre sous format ISO. Nous pourrons alors
songer a la conversion de la bande ISO a MINISIS.

Citoyen Kabamba Tshaka
Service Presidentiel de l'Informatique
Kinshasa
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Sports, Computers and Books

Sport, computers and books are a strange combination at first
sight but the three are becoming more and more comfortable
together.

Sport data can take many forms. It could be biographical data
about athletes, registering earned run averages or biophysical
data. It would also be data about teams, about facilities, about
officiating of sport. Most important for the development of sport
is technical data on how to train, how the body works best for a
certain activity, how to prevent and treat sport injuries, how to
psych oneself toward excellence. Then there are "watcherst' like
historians, philosophers and sociologists, who gather data and
propose theories from an observation of the evolution of sport in
society. All this data has given rise to a substantial body of
literature that was remaining largely untapped until the
introduction of computers in sport information processing.

Canada has held a leading role in computing sport data ever since
the late '60s when the University of Waterloo conducted the first
serious attempt at creating a database in one of the
subdisciplines of sport. The SIRLS database covers the literature
on the sociology and social psychology of sport and leisure.
SIRLS now contains more than 11,000 documents and currently
operates using SPIRES software. Recently the database has been
made accessible to remote terminals through telephone connection
to the Waterloo University computing centre.

The next initiative at creating sport databases came from West
Germany. The Federal Institute for Sport Sciences of Cologne
created a couple of databases that were disclosed and demonstrated
at the Munich Olympic Games. One of these was a numeric database
that contained information about German athletes competing in the
Munich Olympics. The other, a bibliographic database, covered
mainly German-language sport literature. Both used and still use
the GOLEM software developed by the Siemens Company. These two
databases continue to this day to provide services for their
clients.

Then came another attempt from Canada: a general "Sport" database
was created by the Sport Information Resources Centre in Ottawa in
1975. For the first time an effort was made to cover
comprehensively the English and French literature on sport, as
well as major items in several other languages.

The Sport Information Resource Centre had been created less than
two years earlier by the Coaching Association of Canada. The
direction of the Coaching Association was of the opinion that a
lot could be learned from books when it funded a study that led to
the creation of SIRC.
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SIRC spent its first year establishing a system for the
identification of the information necessary for coaches and
actively started collecting books and subscribing to periodicals.
At the same time a search was being conducted to find a software
package capable of handling SIRC information storage and retrieval
needs.

The staff of SIRC was very limited at the time: a manager, a
technician and an indexer. The system had to be immediately
operational. We were not prepared to wait for systems that were
in preparation or were not quite complete. Also the system had to
be operated without any computer expertise on SIRC staff. We
wanted to be pure users of such a system. The closest software we
found answering those requirements was the ISIS package which was
then being offered through an Ottawa service bureau on an IBM
mainframe. SIRC decided to go fullspeed ahead with this system -
but, it didn't go that fast. The entry module of ISIS was very
slow, so an alternative was found in the use of the same service
bureau's text processing system. Only a short program had to be
developed to convert the text processing tapes into ISIS format.
This worked relatively well, although still quite slowly, and
errors were hard to spot.

The International Development Research Centre (IDRC) was the
agency that had brought ISIS into Canada and who was licensing it
to us. When IDRC announced that they had successfully implemented
a new system for a minicomputer, we were very interested indeed.
Precisely at that time the National Sport and Recreation Centre
was making a feasibility study leading toward the replacement of
their UNIVAC computer by a mini of some kind. This is when we
approached them to recommend that if the new mini was compatible
to the MINISIS software that IDRC had developed we would
definitely be one of their clients. It turned out that the
Hewlett-Packard 3000 necessary to operate the MINISIS software was
a candidate for the other applications that NSRC had in mind, so
it was chosen and MINISIS was mounted in March 1979.

Our requirements for MINISIS were again that it be a turn-key
system. It was to be operated by a database manager who would
have no access to the source programs. We will still be liberated
further when we can operate at 2400 like the other hardwired
users. SIRC does not yet have an operational thesaurus but it is
hoped that within a year or two a thesaurus will be available.

After over a year of use of MINISIS we are quite pleased. With
one terminal and in 45 months from July 1975 to March 1979 we had
entered approximately 38,000 records in the former system and our
backlog kept growing. After one year in MINISIS, but operating
with two terminals, we had entered 30,000 more documents, thus
wiping out the backlog entirely. From now on, the rate growth
will be in the vicinity of 15,000 to 18,000 records a year. At
the same time, more retrieval is being done. We usually use about
half of one terminal for queries of the database.
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In order to make our Sport database more international an
agreement was struck in 1979, by which the Federal Institute of
Sport Research in Cologne, Germany will supply us with the
indexing of all German language articles published in West and
East Germany, in Austria and in Switzerland. Other language
groups may be added later on.

We could say that this database reached its maturity in August
1979, since this is when it was made available on ORBIT following
an agreement made with INFOMART of Toronto.

The database is also used in conjunction with photocomposition
facilities in an Ottawa service bureau to produce
ready-for-printing copy for a monthly indexing journal on sport
and recreation. In 1980, a cumulation of the total database
(70,000 citations) will be published thanks to these same
techniques. This will be the largest sport bibliography ever
published and should be quite well received by the sport
community.

Since coming on MINISIS we have created two other smaller
databases. One of these is a file of information on the staff of
the various Canadian physical education university faculties
indicating for each professor, the domains of expertise and their
interest for research as well as the particular sports to which
they are ready to apply their expertise. This permits listings or
searching by sport, discipline, universities or names - another
useful tool for Canadian sport. The other database is just being
completed. It is the SIRC serial database, listing the 1,200
periodicals that SIRC subscribes to as well as the many hundred
other dead periodicals that we have in our collection.

The computer has certainly made the life of SIRC easier. In fact
it made it possible, because through manual methods we would never
have been able to provide the services we are now providing to the
Canadian sport community.

Gilles Chiasson
Manager, Sport Information Resource Centre
Ottawa

Reprinted with permission from Canadian Information Processing
Society Review, pp. 22 and 23, July/August 1980.
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Letter from INION

The following letter is from MINISIS users in Moscow, Dr. William
Khisainoutdinov and Andrei Rodionov of the Institute of Scientific
Information on Social Sciences (INION). INION is a member of the
Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R; they were one of the earlier
users of MINISIS, but didn't install MINISIS Version C until the
spring of 1980.

Thank you for the new version of MINISIS and its superb
accompanying documentation. The receipt of this version means
that we will be able to resolve an entire series of questions and
problems which have arisen during our use of MINISIS version B.00,
which we have already grown to like very much and which has been
of great practical benefit.

During the time that we have used version B.00 we have been
compiling a list of observations on the operation of the MINISIS
processors. Almost all of these points have been covered in your
communications about how to deal with them. Nevertheless, in
response to your request that we record all errors, remarks, and
suggestions about the operation of the MINISIS, we are providing
you with a list of our comments on version C.Ol, which we have
collected during the relatively brief time since it was installed
at our Institute. Some of these comments have to do with the
specifics of the representation of the symbols of the Cyrillic
alphabet on the data display terminals. This is, for us, a very
important problem which will determine the successful operation of
a whole series of the Institute's subsystems, which we are
planning to computerize with the aid of MINISIS.

At the present time the following subsystems and data bases are
operational using your MINISIS processors:

a subsystem for searching bibliographical information in
the fields of "Soviet economics" and "foreign economics".
At the present time this data base contains approximately
15 thousand documents. A number of experiments have been
successfully carried out on the remote access of this
data base, from the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences among
others. The thesaurus support package, which you sent to
us with version C.01, will be of great help in working
with this data base.

a subsystem of automated distribution of information
published by the Institute of Scientific Information on
the Social Sciences of the Academy of Sciences USSR,
which we began to design with you during your stay in the
USSR, and using which we obtained our first experience in
working with MINISIS (for which we are very grateful).
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At the present time this data base contains approximately
3,000 documents.

a subsystem for the computerized creation of a base
thesaurus on the social sciences (based on version B.00).
The thesaurus contains approximately 15 thousand terms.

a number of auxiliary and experimental data bases which
are presently at either the development or debugging
stages.

We have translated the MESSOO message file into Russian for
version B.00. A translation is planned for version C.01. We have
assigned the name MESSO4 to the Russian messages file
(corresponding indexes are used for the ERR and KWORD files).

By including in the documentation with which you provided us a
description of INTRINSICS and the internal formats of the data in
MINISIS favorable possibilities have arisen for hooking up new
processors which we still lack. Initial experiments have already
been successfully carried out in this regard. Specifically, we
are planning to create a photocomposition processor based on the
"DIGISET 40T2" (a processor for operation with a complex,
multifaceted, hierarchical layout device) to try to hook up to
MINISIS programs which we developed some time ago for the input
and correction of documents which make it possible to alter the
format of the terminal display to suit the requirements of the
work page and which also make possible character-by-character
correction and formal logic control over the input data.

If this work is of any interest to you we can provide you with the
documentation upon the completion of the work or we can work on it
jointly. In addition, we wish to inform you that we are ready to
either take part in or to assume the responsibility for the
development of any new MINISIS processors which could be of
benefit to the system as a whole. We would also like to know the
long-term plans for the further improvement and development of
MINISIS in order to avoid unwarranted duplication of effort with
regard to writing and altering programs.

We are also very interested in your trilingual thesaurus. If it
were found to be possible to supplement and expand it with terms
in Russian we would attain linguistic compatability between our
data bases, which would make it possible to transmit data files
between ourselves and the other users of MINISIS (at the present
time the documents which are loaded into our data base are indexed
only in Russian).

Dr. W.R. Khisamoutdinov, Head
A.B. Rodionov, Chief Programmer
Information Systems Research and Development Dept.
INION, Moscow
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The INION Approach - MINISIS in CYRILLIC

In December 1980, Faye Daneliuk and I were invited to visit INION
in Moscow. During our visit, MINISIS D was installed and seminars
on applications programming were conducted, We were also shown
some examples of INION's resourcefulness in their approaches to
the problems currently inherent in running MINISIS in a non-Roman
alphabet - problems which should be solved in the future when an
alternate character set facility is added to the system. For
example, INION uses a Hewlett-Packard 2640C terminal with a Roman
and Cyrillic keyboard - an escape key allows the user to switch
back and forth. However, because of the leading and terminating
characters sent out by the terminal to flag Cyrillic ON and OFF,
on-line validation is impossible, and all inversion must be done
off-line, using INDEX to strip the on/off flags from the data. On
the printer, uppercase Cyrillic occupies the bits otherwise
reserved for lowercase English, resulting in inconsistencies at
output time. Furthermore, the bit that represents the vertical
line used to indicate diacritical characters is coded as an
important part of the Cyrillic alphabet - the letter 3.

Andrei Rodionov and his team have solved the problem of input by
writing their own entry program, which reads their data base and,
by simulating the MINISIS interactive ENTRY program in batch,
generates a MINISIS data base on which they can use QUERY, PRINT
and INDEX.

However, Mikhail Danilov, a linguist working at INION, has been
using MINISIS ENTRY to compile a thesaurus, in French, English and
Russian, of economic and philosophic terms, by transliterating
English terms in Cyrillic. Bilateral relations between terms
(both symmetrical and asymmetrical) are entered in the data base
only once, and are matched by a small BASIC program. Output is
generated by MINISIS PRINT. Mr. Danilov's opinion is that data
should not control terminal devices, and that terminals should be
switched from Roman to Cyrillic and vice versa by control symbols
incorporated in literals.

Mr. Danilov suggested the following enhancements:
- A broader use of the 'menu' technique for branching of dialogue:
eg., to change the processor without changing the data base

- Backsteps in dialogue - perhaps supplying a standard symbol (such
as a backspace) which would be an acceptable reply to any MINISIS
request.

- Incorporation of standard procedures for creating and maintenance
of a thesaurus with a sufficient number (not less than 16) of
relation types, and with automatic tracing and correcting of
all entries of a term (regardless of relationship) in the
process of modifying and deleting the term.

Mary Campbell
MINISIS Outreach, IDRC
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The issues

Computer Processing of Non-Roman Scripts

During the latter half of the last decade a great deal of interest
(and concern) was expressed about the use of computers in
environments where the Roman character set is not commonly used.
In some cases, unfortunately, considerable dissatisfaction arose
against the computer manufacturers in the Western world because
computers were oriented towards the Roman alphabet and, in fact
the English language. In those countries in which the loudest
concern was expressed, computers were being used by those educated
in the West, in the English tongue.

There was no deliberate intent in the West to design computers in
such a way as to make it difficult to process non-Roman scripts.
They were built to conform to this horizon - and they conform not
only in terms of processing of scripts, but also in terms of
logic.

One could take the attitude that those languages which do not fit
into the scheme should be modernized, and forced into it. This
was the approach taken by Japan. But if a people wishes to retain
its identity then it is reasonable to look for a means to help
them find solutions.

Thus we are faced with the problem of trying to adapt a technology
to an environment which is unlike that in which it was developed.
This problem is more than just character sets. It is also a
problem of language and logic. Take programming languages for
example: these are not only based on the English language, they
are also based on Western logic constructs. How does an
individual, whose first language is not English, whose culture is
not Western, learn to program efficiently using our programming
languages? Perhaps, as in some South American Indian languages,
there is a modal logic which permits many different states rather
than just true or false. The solution to such a problem is more
than just changing the language to use the native character set
(e.g. Arabic COBOL) The problem of character sets - interacting
with the computer in your own language, if not your own logic - is
relatively simple in comparison to the first problem. This
article will address only the problem of character sets (the other
problem is probably worth a PhD in linguistics).

When we consider character sets, we must first consider two
aspects of character sets that are not even computer-based
problems. The first aspect is that of calligraphy. There must be
some standard displayable form for a character or idea. Without
this standardization, not only is computerization next to
impossible, so is every other activity that requires the printed
form of the language.
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Given that a standard displayable form of the language exists, the
aspect of lexicography must be considered. By lexicography, we
mean the sequence by which our symbols are "ordered" - the
sequence in which they would appear in a dictionary. If there is
such a sequence, it might become possible to use the computer to
sort sets of data, without having to write special-condition
checks. (This is no simple problem. For example, a traditional
scholar of the Arabic language may place words in a dictionary in
a different order than would a modernist; this is true of Hebrew
as well. Additionally, does a lexicographical sequence exist for
all languages? Does it exist for Chinese, for example?).

Given that we have overcome the problems of calligraphy and
lexicography (as has been done in the Soviet Union, Israel, the
Arab countries, and most recently India) we must determine whether
the resulting set is conformable to ASCII/EBCDIC encoding. For it
to be conformable implies that the set is easily mapped in 128/256
different codes (including any special characters). Again, the
Russians, the Israelis, the Arabs, and the Indians have succeeded
in deriving 7- and 8-bit representations for their languages. We
therefore treat these languages as conformable languages.

Chinese, on the other hand, is not conformable, although numerous
attempts have been made and are being made to make it such. We
will discuss this point later.

All languages, conformable or not, may be one of two types -
left-to-right displayable or right-to-left displayable. They are
broken down further into horizontal display or vertical display.
For example, Chinese is non-conformable, right to left and
vertical. Arabic is conformable, right to left, and horizontal.
English is conformable, left to right, and horizontal.

Conformable Sets

Assuming current state-of-the-art technology, we will now consider
conformable languages.

Conformable languages are relatively easy to support today. In
fact, the problem reduces to one of input and output - and this is
basically a hardware problem. Because conformable languages can
be assigned bit patterns in seven or eight bits, traditional I/O
devices can be used. (Even punched cards are not out of the
question). All that is required is that a keyboard be designed to
support this character set. This keyboard can then be used with
terminals, teletypes, typewriters, even card punch machines. As
an input device, OCR, reading typewritten sheets, would be
excellent - especially for those languages in which characters can
assume a different shape depending on this location in the string
(e.g. Arabic). CRT's will probably be the most common input
device. Today, many manufacturers are producing terminals which
support alternate character sets. Among them are Hewlett-Packard
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(in the U.S.A.) and Comterm (in Canada).

With a conformable language it is always possible to design an
alternate print train for an output device, or to use a dot matrix
to specify alternate characters. The output device also works on
the basis of binary codes.

If terminals used for this work were "intelligent't and if
manufacturers employed a standard means of identifying the
different sets when transmitting them to the CPU, then the mixing
of Roman and conformable non-Roman sets would pose no problems to
existing software. However, this is not the case. There are
software changes required to existing systems to handle this
condition.

At IDRC, we have encountered these problems, for we are now in the
process of enhancing our MINISIS software to support alternate
character sets. The following paragraphs describe difficulties
which we anticipate and our solution to them.

MINISIS approach

MINISIS is a generalized database management system which is
readily usable as an information system because it is equipped
with a set of end-user processors. Because MINISIS is a turnkey
information system, the problems which we have already discussed
are more than just the problems of storing and processing the
mixed character sets; we have also to face the problems of user
dialogue. Before discussing these problems we must make the
following assumptions about the input/output device:

the device should be able to handle alternate character sets
and should employ a standard means of identifying the
different character sets;

the CPU should be able to select different character sets for
the output device for printing;

character sets will not exceed 128 characters (including any
special characters).

These problems can be divided into four categories: data
structure, input/output, sorting, and user dialogue.

Data structure

A database is a collection of records which consist of a set of
fields. A field may be composed with one or more character sets.
Assuming that records are constructed with several character sets,
the problem of identifying different character sets arises and we
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have to establish a method of identifying these sets. There are
two approaches to solving this problem. 1) The first approach is
to assign unique codes to the characters of different character
sets. But this approach only permits limited character sets to be
used in the database because most computer manufcturers use 2
or 28 to represent characters internally, and 20 bits only
permits us to define 2 sets of 128 unique characters. 2) The
second approach is to prefix the character string with a character
set indicator. Because a unique indicator is assigned to
different character sets this approach allows us to mix more than
two character sets within a record. The second approach is
employed by MINISIS so the MINISIS users can use as many character
sets as they need to construct their databases.

Mixing character sets within fields is the other problem which we
have encountered; its problems are:

Complicated processing is needed to recognize different
character sets during input and output of data.

It is impossible to establish a filing sequence between
different character sets when sorting mixed character sets.

Difficulties could be encountered when the reading/writing
direction of different character sets is different. (i.e.
English is read from left to right and Arabic is read from
right to left)

It is also impossible to form access points (inverted terms)
using mixed character sets because the list of access points
is maintained in sorting order and we are unable to order the
list in desired sequence.

Thus, MINISIS will not allow users to mix character sets within
fields but the user can overcome this problem by putting different
character sets in a repeatable field or separate fields and
printing them together. Characters are represented in codes (a
set of bit patterns) inside the computer. These codes affect much
of computer processing, such as sorting etc. Because of the
importance of coding schemes, several international coding schemes
such as ASCII, EBCDIC, ISCII, etc. have been established for
various languages. But if there is no coding scheme existing for
an alternate character set, and a user wishes to establish his own
coding scheme, then the following should be taken into
consideration in designing the coding scheme:

1) Several characters are reserved as control characters for
input/output devices. These control characters should be
retained in the character sets. The codes assigned to these
control characters should use industrial standard codes such
as ASCII, EBCDIC, and should be the same across different
character sets.
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Besides control characters, the remaining internal codes are
assigned to numbers, the alphabet and punctuation marks. The
codes assigned to these characters should be in accordance
with the sorting sequence in which these characters would
appear in a dictionary.

Alphabetic characters may exist in upper and lower case in
some languages. The internal codes of the alphabet should be
divided into two groups, one group for lower case and the
other group for upper case. Separating upper case and lower
case characters into two groups will make the upshifting
operation much easier because we can easily convert lower case
characters to upper case characters by adding a factor (the
difference value between the lower case character and the
upper case character) to the internal code of lower case
characters.

Input/output

Because the interface between the input/output device and the
MINISIS software is done by the operating system, in general
MINISIS does not care about the type of input/output devices. For
example the user can use a terminal made by either Hewlett-Packard
or Digital Equipment Company, etc. Because most of the
developmental work in computer hardware has been done in the
Western world, a standard coding scheme for the Roman alphabet has
been established and all computer manufacturers employ this
standard coding scheme in their hardware. But some manufacturers
may employ different coding schemes when building the non-Roman
script terminal. Thus problems will occur because different types
of input/output devices generate different codes for the same
language and difficulties will be encountered when processing the
character sets. Our solution to this problem is to provide an
interface routine to each type of input/output device. The
interface routine performs the following functions:

Depending on the type of terminal the interface routine will
map the external codes into the standard codes, which are
needed by MINISIS software, or vice versa.

According to the application's request, the upshifting
operation on the character string should be done in the
interface routine because different alphabets have their own
rules for upshifting the characters.
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3) This interface routine also handles the printing problems of
those alphabets whose reading/writing direction is from right
to left. This function may not be required for some types of
input/output device because such a function may be built into
the input/output device (i.e. intelligent terminal).

This interface routine can be placed either inside the MINISIS
software or in the terminal. The functions of this interface
routine are very time-consuming and, ideally, should be placed in
the terminal. MINISIS will implement these functions in the
software at the initial phase of this enhancement.

Sorting

Sorting plays an important role in computer processing because
most computer processing involves the sorting of data in some kind
of sequence. Sorting the Roman alphabet is quite straight-forward
but problems will occur when sorting mixed character sets.
Interfiling mixed character sets is impossible because no filing
relationship exists between different character sets. Our
solution to this problem is that the data field is assumed to be
entered in one character set. However some data fields in
different records may be entered in other character sets, and the
data fields, which are written in the same character sets, are
grouped together and are sorted within the group in accordance
with the sequence in which the data fields would appear in the
dictionary. The final product of sorting is the concatenation of
several groups of sorted records. The output priority of
different groups of sorted records is defined by the user. It
means that English-speaking countries may want the Roman alphabet
preceding the Arabic, but an Arab country may want the Arabic
alphabet preceding the Roman.

User dialogue

Even the user dialogue can be carried out in various languages
while accessing MINISIS processors. However we still face the
problems of interpreting the user responses (commands). The
problems are that 1) the commands are not constructed in the
user's own logic, and 2) it is very difficult to extract
components from the command because the delimiter of the component
is varied from character set to character set. For example we
have to test a character 26 times to see whether the character is
an alphabet or not. But it may not be the same in other character
sets so that we cannot establish a rule to define the component.
The syntax of MINISIS commands is driven by a set of internal
tables which can be modified. Our solution to this problem is to
make internal tables become external tables which are user
definable. Before using the external table the following
procedures have to be completed by the MINISIS application
programmer:
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Define all valid commands used in the application. For
example, you may define ADD, DELETE, CHANGE, etc. in the
MODIFY processor.

After defining valid commands you have to identify the key
components of the command. Take the example below:

ADD IDl, 1D2, 1D3.

where ADD, IDl, 1D2 and ID3 are the key components but the
punctuation marks are not.

This information is saved in the mapping table.

Having defined the mapping table, MINISIS now runs a new processor
which will generate the external table based on the mapping table
and the user input. The user input can be the structure of
command, the keywords used in the command, and the definition of
key components.

Non-conformable sets

Non-conformable character sets present an even more interesting
problem. As an example of a non-conformable set, we will consider
the Chinese character set. It is a well-known fact that it is
impossible to represent all Chinese characters in 256 combinations
of bit patterns. Over the past few years, a great deal of effort
has been expended to devise a means of representing the set; in
fact, there even exists a standard Chinese character code for
information exchange which is based on various ISO 7-bit
standards. All efforts share the common assumption that any
solution must fit within the current 7- or 8-bit standard, since
this is the way in which computers are currently built.

We believe that another solution exists. This solution is more
elegant, and requires fewer arbitrary contortions in mapping any
character set. It involves the use of, variable number of bits
(up to 24, say, which would give you 2' possibilities - more than
enough to handle the Chinese set). If one used N bits per
character, then an encoding scheme (such as the Huffman code)
could be used to assign patterns of N to frequently occurring
characters. These techniques would encompass the Roman character
set as well.

This solution requires that a different approach be used in the
design of internal character-handling circuitry, or some extension
to the operating system of the machine. Given the complexity of
the task of attempting to fit the Chinese set to current
conditions, we would not be surprised if such an approach were
adopted in the longer term.
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If we assume that computers can be extended to support variable
patterns for character representation, then we can assume that I/O
devices can be developed to be driven in the same mode. Output
devices would not present any great problem. Input devices are
another question altogether.

Again, consider what has been done to date. Most efforts have
been directed towards developing elaborate keyboards for inputting
Chinese characters. There are large keyboards with several levels
of escape sequences which guide a user in the construction, stroke
by stroke, of a full character; there are keyboards with several
levels where, if a user selects one combination, the most probable
next sequences are presented to t1e user - from which a choice
must be made, and so forth. All these approaches require a great
deal of time on the part of the user - also a great deal of
dexterity and familiarity with a complex keyboard.

Are there any alternatives? Perhaps an intelligent graphics pad
could be used for input. This would probably not require much
more time for input than the keyboard approach. What about OCR
units, or even spoken-word recognition systems? For phonetic
languages, the latter approach might indeed prove the most
practical.

For the Chinese language, spoken-word recognition systems might
not work because the ideographs (written form) don't match the
phonems (spoken form). To go from the encoding of phonems of the
spoken language to the actual script form can be as complex a task
as translating from one language to another. Perhaps we would
have to consider output in spoken form a well!

In any case, all these suggested devices would be equipped with
microprocessors which could do some editing and then verify with
the user that the result is correct before it is transmitted.

Although we do not see any immediate practical solution to this
problem (and practical does not mean forcing a solution within the
existing system), we do believe that more emphasis should be given
to investigating radical approaches (such as those outlined in
this article). At the same time, it might be possible to
accommodate different modes of logic as well. It should not be
beyond the bounds of our ingenuity to meet this new challenge.

F. Daneliuk and R. Lee
Future Systems and Development, IDRC
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Future Releases of MINISIS

The next two releases of MINISIS will be extensions of and fixes
to version D of MINISIS, which was distributed in November of
1980, and not major releases in themselves; therefore they will be
designated D.01 and D.02.

Release D.0l - 27 February, 1981

This release is basically a "fixes" release - no new features were
added to the system, but a lot of bugs were quashed. A number of
these bugs actually existed in pre-version D MINISIS and were not
part of the original D release.

One new feature in D.Ol is a capability of assigning the extra
data segment size to be used for the user and system extra data
segments. We have also incorporated a formula which will let you
determine whether your data base definition will fit into the
extra data segment. Note, of course, that the extra data segment
can be no larger than that configured for the system by your
system manager.

Release D.02 - 30 April, 1981

Again, there will be no major changes in this release, but MINISIS
internals will be "tuned" to make certain processors more
efficient. Among the minor enhancements planned for this version
are a feature similar to the ++ feature in ENTRY and MODIFY which
will generate dates in ISO format (YYYY/MM/DD), and separate flags
to define a KSAM primary key and a fast access path.

F. Daneliuk
Future Systems and Development, IDRC

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Programming Standards from Future Systems, Part 2

Our May 1980 issue of the Newsletter made some recommendations as
far as the writing of programs is concerned. Version D of MINISIS
now has additional features which will help you to write even
better applications programs.

Appendices A and B of the Application Programmer's Guide describe
a number of EDITOR INCLUDE files which you should use when writing
a program.
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The CNTRLINC file (see Appendix A, section A.l) defines the
control record. This include file assigns standard names to the
words in the control record so that you no longer need to use
displacements when referencing them. What this means, of course,
is that if the control record changes for any reason, you need
only recompile and re-prep your program. No changes are
necessary. For example, to reference the number of prompts for
the data base, you say CNTL'PROMPTS rather than ARRAY'NAME (0).

The files UADOMINC and UEDOMINC are meant to be used together
(Appendix A, section A.2 and Appendix B, section B.2). UADOMINC
defines names for all components in the user extra data segment
(CNTRL'USEREDS). Those of you who have worked on application
programs in MINISIS must realize how difficult it is to access the
various items (for example, the prompt flag) in the domain
definition, and how easy it is to make a mistake. Now, all you
need to do is code UDOM'PROMPT rather than Domain'definition
(24).(4:l). Again, if we change the user extra data segment (and
we might) you need only recompile your programs; no changes are
necessary. UEDOMINC contains a set of standard subroutines to
access information in the user extra data segment. This means
that you no longer need to write extravagant loops for doing
DMOVIN's. To obtain a particular domain definition from the extra
data segment, simply say:

FIND' USERDOM (tag)
To obtain the first domain definition:

GET'USERDOM
To obtain the next domain definition:

'USERDOM

NEXT'USERDOM returns false if the end of the extra data segment is
reached.

Note that under the new MINISIS extended definitions are possible.
Using the include files takes care of this problem for you; it
also looks after the short and long domain definitions.

For those of you who have ventured into syntax creation, you will
be able to use SYNTXINC (Appendix B, B.3). This include file
again gives you a set of standard names for the most common
elements of a syntax equation.

The file BENDINC (Appendix B, section B.1) simply defines the
begin-endless constructs for you to use in your SPL program. Once
again, we strongly urge you to use these constructs. All of the
MINISIS programs have been changed to make use of them. (Refer to
pages 12 and 13 of the previous Newsletter, Vol. 1, No. 1, for
pointers on begin-endless programming).

For those of you who are just planning to write programs in
MINISIS, read sections 1.1 and 1.2 of the Application Programmer's
guide for an example of how it's done.
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The include statements are incorporated into your programs as
follows:

BEGIN
data declarations
$ INCLUDE CNTRLINC
$INCLUDE UADOMINC
$ INCLUDE BENDINC
$ INCLUDE SYNTXINC
intrinsics [note that to access the MINISIS intrinsics

you must say:
INTRINSIC (INTRINS.PUB.MINISIS) RELOPEN, RELCLOSE, ...;
procedure declarations
$INCLUDE UEDOMINC
subroutine declarations
statements

END.

A reminder to those of you who have used COBOL with MINISIS (as
described in Vol. 1, No. 1 of the Newsletter): you must change
some of your MINISIS intrinsic calls to conform to Version D.
This also applies to those of you who have written any programs
using MINISIS. Read the Application Programmer's Guide and note
the changes. For example, in DISPLAY, components ix and xi of the
integer array ARGS'PNTR (second argument) have changed. These
changes may affect the on-line displays in your programs.

F. Daneliuk
Future Systems and Development, IDRC
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